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Stations 12005+00 to 12102+69......Summary of activities Spread 9. Since the last SWPPP inspection, a Precision grading crew
has been working on breaking rock and taking down the grade at the top of the hill nearest to Catawba Road, station 12026+00 -
12027+00. A blasting crew has also been setting up to blast rock in this same location. Some pipe has been stockpiled in the
ATWS-473, also near Catawba Road. Northern Clearing has been working on mechanical clearing and burning brush in various
states of completion from station 12036+00 to 12070+00. Northern Clearing has built bridges over streams S-MM14, S-MM13, and
S-MM11. Precision has another grading crew cutting ROW from station 12055+00 to 12070+00. They have completed
segregating topsoil in most of that stretch. The environmental crew installed most of the ECDs from stream S-MM15 to stream
S-MM14 and around the buffer zone of S-MM14. They are still working on the diversion berm in this area. They also began
installing new ECDs around the ATWS-1161, station 12032+00 to 12035+00.

The Precision environmental crew repaired and replaced some super silt fence that was found to be overtopped on 6-11-18 at
station 12031+00.. The silt that breached the fence was also brought back inside the ECDs. Additional P1 silt fence was also
installed upslope to slow any potential runoff and direct it toward a sump. Additional repairs and replacements of ECDs were made
per daily punch lists between stations 12005+00 and 12020+00. Near MVP-MN-270, the diversion berm in ATWS-1162 was
seeded and mulched, P1 silt fence was added where CFS was overtopped on the access road, CFS was added parallel to the
travel lane along the bridge over S-MM15, and “no refueling” signs were installed 100’ before and after the bridge over S-MM14. A
diversion berm and topsoil pile was seeded and mulched between stations 12027+00 and 12031+00. Rock was also hauled into
the RCE at access road MVP-MN-268.
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Repair silt fence at buffer zone of S-MM14.Grading at station 12056+00, ~MP 228.33~.

Operator building diversion berm from station
12077+50 to 12080+50, ~228.74 - 228.80~.
See photo for location.

Crew grading and hauling fill to ATWS-474,
blast crew setting up shot at top of hill, sta
12026+00 - 12027+00. See photo for location.

Seed and mulch last 5 feet of diversion berm
@ sta 12009+50, ~MP 227.45~.

Env crew installing super silt fence at station
12035+00, ~MP 227.94~.
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